
 

 

Real Life Stores at the Nichols Library 

Just in at the Nichols Library in Center harbor is a baker’s half dozen of stories from real life. 

From your armchair at home you can go behind the scenes at the White House with the secret service, 

march the Shenandoah Valley with Stonewall Jackson, perform emergency surgery at a flood ravaged 

hospital, or sweat out a brutal siege in Leningrad.    Let Walter Isaacson introduce you to the geeks who 

sparked the digital revolution.  Karen Armstrong be your guide to a study of violence and religion.  Or, 

let Azar Nafisi introduce you to three books that tell America’s story in a nutshell.   And, on Sunday, 

November 2nd at 2pm, meet author Rebecca Rule as she talks about her book “Live Free and Eat Pie” at 

the Interlakes School Auditorium.    

 “Rebel Yell” by S. C. Gwynne looks at the life and times of General “Stonewall” Jackson.   When 

the Civil War broke out, Thomas Jackson's students at the Virginia Military Institute knew him as a dull, 

quirky teacher of mathematics who recited his lectures from a written page. By the time he died of the 

aftereffects of friendly fire at Chancellorsville in May 1863, he was revered as a master of modern 

military warfare.  Gwynne (“Stars of the Summer Moon”) explores this “complex man” who was known 

for both his austere pity and fierceness in battle.   

"The First Family Detail" by Ronald Kessler takes you behind the scenes at the White House with 

the agents of the secret service as your guide.   There is more than a little dish here.  Readers will find 

out which Presidents made it difficult to protect, which ones had unsavory tastes, and whether they 

were gracious (or not) to the agents sworn to defend them.  We also get a peek into the domestic ups 

and downs of the first families. If that were all, this would be a slight book, but we also get some insight 

into the difficult responsibility of providing security for the chief executive.   

"The Innovators" by Walter Isaacson is a “sweeping and surprisingly tenderhearted history” of the 

coming of the digital age.    Through characters knows (Bill Gates) and obscure (19th-century digital 

prophet Ada Lovelace), “The Innovators” tells shows how an unlikely company of geniuses and geeks 

paved the way for the digital revolution.   Isaccson is a masterful story teller, so this should be an 

engaging read, even if math and microchips is not your thing.   

"Leningrad, Siege and Symphony” by Brian Moynahan tells a powerful story of art rising from the ashes 

of political repression and war.  Dmitri Shostakovich’s 7th symphony, considered by many his greatest 

work, was composed under the shadow of Stalin’s purges and was completed during the Nazi siege of 

Leningrad.   Its first performance was given just months after the siege was lifted by an orchestra whose 

members were on the verge of starvation.     "Five days at Memorial" by Sheri Fink takes readers inside a 

hospital in flood –ravaged New Orleans, where life and death decisions were made on the fly under 

harrowing conditions.  Author Fink “writes with a seasoned sense of how doctors and nurses improvise 

in emergencies, and about the ethical realms in which they work (NY Times).”  



Entering into the realm of ideas, “Fields of Blood” by Karen Armstrong asks whether or not religion is 

inherently violent.  Her exploration takes her from Gilgamesh to the death of Bin Laden.  This is a timely 

and provocative survey.     And in “The Republic of Imagination", Azar Nafisi (“Reading Lolita in Teheran 

“) takes a look at three books that tell America's story in a nutshell.  In “Huckleberry Finn,” “Babbitt”, 

and “The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter”, “the villains are conformity and the only passport to entry is a free 

mind and a willingness to dream.”  

If none of these stories ring a bell, no problem.  New fiction from Michael Connolly, John Sandford, Clive 

Cussler, and Nora Roberts just walked through the door.   

 

 


